INTRODUCING EVERROCKET

NEVER SEE TWO
SELLS IN A ROW
Based on the revolutionary EverRise protocol, EverRocket $EVR is a
hyper-deflationary token launching on Binance Smart Chain, tradable
on PancakeSwap. In short, EverRocket token holders are not only
rewarded through static rewards but also through true automatic
buy-back burns every trade from within the liquidity pool.
As part of Buy-Back process, contract takes care of buying back some
of the tokens and burn them whenever a sell happens. In a nutshell,
98% of the time, you will not see 2 sell transactions at any time and
there will never be three sell transactions continuously at any time.

TAXES
A total of 9% transaction fee is collected when buying or selling
$EVR tokens. The taxes are used for the following purposes:
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TOKENOMICS
The total supply of $EVR is 1,000,000,000,000,000 tokens.
Thanks to the hyper-inflationary nature of the token contract, the
circulating supply can only be gradually reduced.
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COMING SOON…

INTELLIGENT
TRADING UTILITIES
The EverRocket token $EVR will be the governance and utility token in
the EverRocket ecosystem. Right now, we are working on two projects
that both require $EVR tokens to function.
Pancake Rocketeer - a price alert/stop/limit order bot, which holders
can interact with both on our web app and in Telegram.
Big Falcon Rocket - an intelligent sniper bot for both IDO presale and
fairlaunch listings. There will also be a channel where our NLP bot
scrapes and analyzes the latest upcoming project launches from various
sources. $EVR holders are allowed to subscribe to it to automate the
sniping workflow.

ROADMAP
Phase 1
Q3 2021

Phase 2
Q3-Q4 2021
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Token launch on DxSale
Project website
Marketing push and onboard influencers
Token Audits
CoinGecko + CoinMarketCap listing

Pancake Rocketeer stop/limit bot
Big Falcon Rocket IDO sniper
Listing on Tier-2 Exchanges

TBD...

KEEP UPDATED
https://twitter.com/EverRocketBSC
https://t.me/EverRocketToken
https://EverRocketBSC.medium.com

